By Greg Metz, Technical Assistant

Fire Hydrants and Their Role
in a Public Water System

F

ire hydrants are a critical
component of a public water
system. While hydrants are
typical in municipal systems, many
rural water districts in Kansas and
elsewhere also have numerous fire
hydrants in their asset inventory. While
mainly a component to provide active
fire protection, hydrants are also used
as locations to flush public water
systems. Underground fire hydrants
have been used in Europe and Asia
since at least the 18th century. Aboveground pillar-type hydrants are a
19th-century invention.
It’s obvious that fire hydrants have a
long history and are a very vital part of
These photos show a “before” and “after” of the repair of a main valve on a hydrant.
public water systems; hydrants need to
need to be and should be replaced. But
I often see fire hydrant maintenance
be maintained. Fire hydrants can cost
in many other cases, replacement is not
upwards of $4,000 to replace. They can being neglected. Frequently, hydrants
necessary. Most hydrants can be
are replaced when exercising and
serve a long life if maintained and
completely rebuilt for considerably less
maintenance is finally conducted
repaired properly.
cost than replacing it.
because the hydrant does not operate
No matter what brand of fire hydrant
I have assisted several systems with
correctly. There are numerous older
is installed, hydrants need to be
the rebuilding of fire hydrants that they
brands of hydrants that due to
serviced and exercised to ensure they
thought would need to be replaced. The
discontinued parts and or production
operate correctly when needed. It is
cost of replacing a fire
recommended by most hydrant
hydrant can cost in the
manufacturers that hydrants be
thousands and the cost to
operated at least two times per
rebuild a fire hydrant can
year. Spring and fall are typical
be accomplished for less
times. Operating all hydrants at
than $1,000 and
least one time per year is
sometimes, less than $500.
essential.
The rebuilt hydrant will
Fire hydrants are used for
operate just as good as a
more than just firefighting. Water
new one with no
systems use the hydrants for
compromise of service.
flushing and maintenance of the
Parts lists and a
water distribution system.
breakdown can be
Hydrants are also used to provide
obtained from waterworks
bulk water supply to purchasers.
suppliers. There are
Every fire hydrant has a specific
companies and suppliers
operation plan for maintenance
that even specialize in
that needs to be done to ensure
parts for obsolete
long life and reliable operation of This city used an old fire hydrant to control line flushing
hydrants.
the fire hydrant.
discharge during maintenance of the town’s water system.
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Some history concerning fire hydrants . . .
Before piped mains, water for firefighting had to be kept in
buckets and cauldrons ready for use by “bucketbrigades” or
brought with a horsedrawn firepump. From the 16th century, as
wooden mains water systems were installed, firefighters would dig
down the pipes and drill a hole for water to fill a “wet well” for the
buckets or pumps. This had to be filled and plugged afterwards,
hence the common US term for a hydrant, “fireplug”. A marker
would be left to indicate where a “plug” had already been drilled to
enable firefighters to find readydrilled holes. Later, wooden
pipelines had predrilled holes and plugs. When castiron pipes
replaced the wooden pipes, permanent underground access points
were included for the fire fighters. Some countries provide access
covers to these points, while others attach fixed, aboveground
hydrants. The first cast iron hydrants were patented in 1801 by
Frederick Graﬀ, then chiefengineer of the Philadelphia Water
Works. Invention since then has targeted problems such as
tampering, freezing, connection, reliability etc.1
1
“Fire Hydrant.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 3 Oct. 2019,
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fire hydrant. Accessed 22 Sept. 2020.

Flow test being conducted using a Pito gauge.

Types of fire hydrants
u Wet barrel fire hydrant
In a wet barrel fire hydrant, all the
mechanical parts/valve are above
ground. These types of hydrants are
commonly used in areas where
freezing is not an issue. This is the type
of hydrant you see in the movies (water
shoots up in the air).

u Dry barrel fire hydrant
Dry barrel hydrants have a main
valve that is located underground,
below freeze depth. The hydrant drains
through drain back holes when shut off.
The valve is operated from above
ground mechanics at the top of the
hydrant. The main valve can be
removed and replaced or rebuilt

without having to excavate the hydrant.
These types of hydrants are designed
and have provisions built in that allow
them to be completely run over and
broken off at ground level. The hydrant
will never lose a drop of water and can
be rebuilt and put back into service
without ever having to shut off the
water in most cases.
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Colorcoding – what does it mean? . . .
The hydrant caps:
u Blue: 1500 GPM or more; very good flow
u Green: 1000 to 1499 GPM; good for residential areas
u Orange: 500 to 999 GPM; marginally adequate
u Red: below 500 GPM; inadequate

Fire hydrants are color-coded in
different ways so they can be easily
identified to the flow they can provide,
the source of the water, etc. Most
hydrants are red or yellow for visibility
and so they stand out for easier
locating. Many systems will only paint
the top and or the nozzle the
appropriate color. Some systems will
paint hydrants to the city’s mascot. I

Having a fire hydrant
maintenance program
and documentation of
that program is
another way a water
system can improve an
ISO rating.
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The hydrant bodies are also colorcoded . . .
u White: Public System Hydrant
u Yellow: Private System Hydrant; connected to public
water main
u Red: Special Operation Hydrant; not used except for
special procedures
u Violet: Nonpotable supply; eﬄuent, pond or lake supply

have seen many unique fire hydrant
paint schemes in my travels.
When flushing or flow testing fire
hydrants. always take care to not
damage the surrounding landscape or
lawns. There are a number of tools and
equipment available to help avoid this.
Some can be purchased but also can be
made by staff.
Fire hydrant flow testing is often
conducted for Insurance Services
Office (ISO). A community can
improve its ISO rating and directly
impact insurance premium. When a
water system can improve an ISO
rating the result should be reduction
in the insurance rates to
homeowners and businesses.
Having a fire hydrant maintenance
program and documentation of that
program is another way a water
system can improve an ISO rating.
If anyone has a question about
hydrants or the repair of hydrants,
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give me a call at 785/541-0342 or call
the KRWA office. We will be glad to
come take a look at it and assist in any
way possible.
On another topic, KRWA has been
conducting both in-person and online
training. KRWA will continue to
expand online training. I encourage
readers to check out the KRWA website
at www.krwa.net and then under the
“training” tab to see the offerings. And
if anyone has an interest in a particular
topic, please contact the KRWA office
or a staff member and we will attempt
to get it scheduled.
Greg Metz joined KRWA
as a Technical Assistant in
July 2009. He previously
worked at the city of
Washington for 13 years
where he was involved in
city utilities including the
power plant, streets, water
and wastewater. He also
served as purchasing agent for those utilities.
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